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I have a set up a PostgreSQL Database which is running on a local host. I then connect to that localhost database via a different
computer with Postgres running. Both computers have access to the Internet. How is this possible? I'm trying to replicate the

behaviour I've seen in a web browser where you click a link and the web page shows a different address when you click a link
than what you typed in the address bar. How is this achieved? A: The web browser has two active connections: One to the server

where the webpage you're viewing is located. One to the server where the server-side script that serves the page is running.
When you click a link, the browser sends a request to the server which serves the page. That server receives that request. When

the browser receives the response, it sends a request to the server that it's currently connected to. The server receives that
request and responds to it. So the server will receive the request for the new webpage from the browser and will start to process
it. But because it has already received the request for the original webpage, it can already display the initial webpage. When it

finishes processing the request for the initial webpage, it can send back a response. When it sends the response back to the
browser, the server will receive the request for the new webpage from the browser, and will process that request. And so on. The
reason you don't see the new webpage until you've already received the initial one is that the initial response takes much longer
to process than the subsequent requests. So the first response to the browser gets sent while the browser is processing the initial
request. The subsequent requests are sent almost immediately after, so you don't see them because they're processed before the
initial response. I use IIS with localhost as my domain. When I open localhost:81/something.html it opens the something.html in
the browser and automatically opens the other pages. Some other websites make use of this local host feature. But I do not know
how they do it. There may be some way to do it using JavaScript and WebSocket or WebRTC. Q: Should I use the word "then"
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or "when" with "throughout the...period of time"? In the following text: The proper distribution of wealth.
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